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Oscillation of Cylindrical Structure in Wind
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1) Introduction
It is well-known that tall and slender structures like

smokestacks, towers, etc. oscillate in wind. Many researches
have been made to predict the oscillation of structures. The
prediction, however, could not always be made successfully.
There are many Stacks in Japan for example and only a few per-
cents of them were subjected to the oscillation.

From this fact, it can be said that the oscillation of a
cylinder is easily effected by wind conditions and structural
conditions. However, the effect of such conditions should be
ascertained for safety and economical designs.

This paper deals with the oscillation of the cylindrical
structures.

2) Review of researches conducted
Formerly, the oscillation of a circular cylinder was re-

searched with an interest in an acoustic field known as Aeolian
tone and was considered to be a forced-oscillation.

After that, a theory of random Vibration was introduced
and fluctuating lift forces on a cylinder were measured by Fung
(l). The comparisons of experimental results based on the
random Vibration with the oscillations of actual Stacks were
made by Fujino and Nakagawa(2), Smith and McCarthy(3), and they
had good agreements. In some special cases, however, the
amplitude of oscillation of actual stack exceeds a result of
experiment based on the random Vibration.

Recently, the oscillation has been and is considered to be
a self-excited or self-controlled oscillation. Lift forces on
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a cylinder vary with the oscillation of cylinder and varied liftforces oscillate the cylinder, therefore the system of the
oscillation is considered to have a feed back circuit.

Koopmann(4) showed that the so-called "locking in" region,
in which frequencies of vortex shedding and cylinder oscillation
coinside, is widened with an increase in amplitude of oscillation
and vortex become less irregulär. Toebes(5) ascertained fluctuating

fluid flows behind a cylinder in stationary and oscillating
conditions and also made sure of the correlations of flow along
a cylinder axis. Bishop and Hassan(6), Ferguson and Parkinson
(7) disclosed the phase difference of lift forces from cylinder
oscillation. Keefe(8), Gerrard(9) showed pressures on a cylinder.

Reynolds number is an important factor in the oscillation
of a structure. Roshko(10) revealed the features of aerodynamic
forces at very high Reynolds number. Jones, Cincotta and Walker
(11) showed the oscillating lift forces on an oscillating cylinder

at high Reynolds number. Achenbach(12) made sure of the
pressure distribution around a cylinder. As far as the
oscillating lift force is concerned, the features of lift force are
similar to that at sub-critical Reynolds number.

For a practical reason, Scruton and Rogers(13),(14) have
widely investigated the oscillations of cylindrical structures
and devices for suppressing the oscillation. Fiedler and Wille
(15) showed flows in near wake of a cylinder standing on a surface

and three-dimensionarities. Vickery(16) also ascertained
three-dimensionarities and effects of shear flow which is
boundary layer on a ground. Wootton(17) researched smokestack
oscillations at high Reynolds number and showed a boundary of
random Vibration and regulär Vibration. Cooper and Wardlaw
(18), and Vickery(19) researched on the oscillation of circular
cylinder in the wake of other cylinder and revealed that the
amplitude of oscillation is very large as compared with the
oscillation of isolated cylinder.

According to the above mentioned researches, the oscillation
of a cylinder may be a combined oscillation of self-excited and
random oscillations.
3) Aerodynamic lift force on a cylinder

Lift forces have been measured by many researchers as
mentioned in the previous section, and the literatures(6),(7) show
lift forces on an oscillating cylinder. However, no research
has been conducted to reveal how the lift forces change with
each amplitude of cylinder oscillation.

The lift forces at each amplitude of oscillation have the
most important role in the self-excited oscillation. Therefore,
an experiment was made to get the features of lift force at each
amplitde. For details of an experimental results, refer to the
literature(20).

A wind tunnel was used in this experiment. The test
section of wind tunnel is 1.3 meter in height and 1.0 meter in
width. A cylinder of 0.15 meter in diameter and 1.0 in length
was mounted on a mechanical oscillator and lift forces on the
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oscillated cylinder were measured with strain gauges attached to
supports. Inertia force of the model was electrically taken
away by means of accelerometer.

Aerodynamic lift force has two different kinds of frequencies
as shown by Toebes(5). One of which is the frequency of

cylinder oscillation and the other is the frequency of Karman
vortex, however, they coinside with each other in locking in
region.

Absolute values of the lift forces are shown in figure 1.
The lift force represents only a component having a same frequency

as the mechanically oscillated cylinder has, because they
were calculated through Fourier series expanding of the originallift forces.

The lift forces increase with the amplitude of an oscillated

cylinder and they become maximum at Strouhal number about
0.2. The maximum points, however, move to the region of smaller
Strouhal number. The locking in region was not clear, because
wave forms of the lift forces were irregulär, but it is considered

to be between dotted lines in figure 1.
A calculation was made of Standard deviations of the liftforces which mean fluctuations of lift force in each cycle, in

other words, irregularities of lift force. Figure 2 shows the
Standard deviations. The irregularities increase with a
decrease of lift force and decrease at the region where Strouhal
number is near to 0.2.

Phase differences of the lift force from cylinder
oscillation are shown in figure 3« There are abrupt changes in phase
angles in neighbourhood of Strouhal number 0.2, and the points
of abrupt changes seem to coinside
with the maximum points of liftforces. The phase angles are qual-
itatively similar to those of lit-eratures(6),(7), but the experiment
made by Bishop and Hassan(6) showed
more abrupt changes. Causes of the
difference are not sure but less
abrupt change might be caused by
irregularities of lift forces.
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Figure 4 shows imaginary
part of lift forces which are
out of phase components against
the cylinder oscillation. Peak
values of imaginary part versus
each amplitude of the oscillated
cylinder are shown in figure 5-
The imaginary part does not
always increase with the amplitude
of oscillated cylinder, while
the absolute values increase.

Lift forces obtained from
free oscillation test with a cy-
liner on Springs are also shown
in figure 5. In the calculation
of lift force from the oscillation

test, the maximum amplitudes

were used, while liftforces through the forced
oscillation test were calculated as
mean values. That is the reason
why the result of free oscillation

test showed larger forces
especially at small amplitude
region, and the difference might
be caused by irregularities of
lift forces.

4) Result of oscillation test
in peculiar case

In a case of bluff cylinder,it is heard that amplitudes of
oscillations versus wind velocity

have hysteresis, which
means that the amplitudes have
different values in increasing
and decreasing velocity
processes. These phenomena some
times occur especially in a
circular cylinder with some
accessories on it.

A circular cylinder with
longitudinal strakes shown in
figure 6 was supported on a
spring system in wind tunnel.
Mass of the model is 5.03 kilo-
grams and logarithmic damping
factor is 0.03. A result of the
test is shown in figure 6.
Solid line shows the maximum
values of amplitude. When the
oscillation suppressed, the
amplitude does not increase
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A cylinder with trip wires
of 0.06D in diameter winded
around it was also tested. The
model is shown in figure 7 and
mass of the model is 28 kilo-
grams and logarithmic damping
factor is 0.028. A result of
the test is shown in figure 7.

Solid line shows the amplitude
of oscillation without any 45 50 55 60 65

external disturbance. Once, an
external disturbance acts on the Fig.7
cylinder, the amplitude becomes
great and after that, traces the
dotted line which is nearly
equal to an amplitude of a
cylinder with a smooth furnace. A cylinder with trip wires of
O.ID in diameter, however, did not oscillated even after a great
external disturbance.

In the former case, another stability point was found by
suppressing the oscillation, but in the other case, another
stability point was detected by giving the external disturbance.

5) Equation of oscillation under lift forces
There are two different kinds of lift forces as mentioned

in section 2) and 3). One of which is lift forces induced with
a cylinder oscillation, and it causes a self-excited oscillation.
The other is the so-called fluctuating lift force, and it induces
a random Vibration.

In a locking in region, a cylinder usually oscillates with
its natural frequency, and in that case, real part of liftforces can be neglected as
compared with inertia force of the
cylinder. Lift Force

Amplitude of cylinder
oscillation with
trip wires

Now, let us consider an
equilibrium of cylinder
oscillation as shown in figure 8.
The real part and imaginary
part of lift forces are os-
cilating with the natural
frequency and so they do not move
or circulate on the diagram in
figure 8, however, fluctuatinglift force is circulating freely.
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-L.y.u>.Jl e'^ ei».tdt jf(x)g(x)dx

-7LLey0J'f(x)g(x)dx (z,)

4.4) Energy equilibrium
The oscillation of a cylinder is maintained by the above three

energies, and flow of the energies per unit time must be balanced.
The energy Variation is the following.

#"&*&•<> 09

From the equations(1),(2),(4)

dt w'Tf]J' <jt dt W°27L 2 "a °

^ =wa $ =--±-L,y. to.J f (x)g(x)dx

Putting the above equations into the equation(5)
the following equation can be get

w2.My.-^-*-^-cofMgy.2-^-L0yeü)eJf(x)g(x) o (6)

Simplifying a little more, then

¦^p<-^-a).gy.-AL,= 0 (7)

where A=-^Jf(x)g(x)dx

4.5) Random Vibration
If the lift force(Lo) is independent of cylinder oscillation,
the equation(7) becomes a linear differential equation.

L --ZLne^'nZ ki^!ljti_elw]tei-.t

.]• Ljei"'jt e'"'1

Then, the equation(7) becomes as follows.

-^-?4"<o.gy.-ASLjei«'jtso
The Solution is

y. =-e-JT«wdtjA.f Lie'",« e^fw-9d,dt

-S 2ALJe^)t
ga).»2igw, (a)

The mean value is

ify-'dt =2 (g*.2ÄW (9)

This is the same equation as an approximate equation of
random oscillation.
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When the vector of fluctuating lift force directs upward,
an amplitude of cylinder oscillation becomes larger and when itdirects downward, the amplitude becomes smaller.

If a frequency of the fluctuating lift force is close to
the natural frequency of cylinder oscillation, the vector of
fluctuating lift force circulates slowly on tha diagram. However,
when the frequency is far from the natural frequency, the vector
circulates quickly. In this case, the fluctuating lift force
has no effect on the cylinder oscillation, because the inertia
force is so great as compared with the lift force that the lift
force can not increase the amplitude of oscillation quickly.

With the above assumption, the following equations are
considered.

amplitude of oscillation y(t) y0(t)e'w'*

Variation of amplitude dyft) _iu) v f«vi«».t
with time dt -,u'*,,w<r

where ^Ü.eiu,et« iu).yoeiw»t

An energy of oscillation is stored in the system as a
kinetic energy but the damping force of a structure always dis-
chargea the energy while the lift force is supplying the energy.
Unfortunately however, the energy supply is not always constant
with time.

5.1) Kinetic energy
Kinetic and potential energies are exchanging each other in

each cycle of oscillation and so total energy is expressed using
an amplitude of oscillation.

T -^lül y.2 Jmf2(x)dx -Lu>\ V, M (1)

5.2) Scattering energy due to damping force

3WD D^fdy irWgy.e'^dy
Scattering energy in one cycle is

Wo ¦ jd% iM«J.2gy.J el»«* $~dt= -M<tfy. (e^t e'«.t dt

-7LM^gy.2 (2)
5.3) Energy supply due to lift force

Real part of the lift force does not supply the energy, and
so only imaginary part is considered.

L(t)=iL.(t)eia>«tg(x) (3)

3W« L(t)dy i Ue'-'ot dy Jf(x)g(x)dx

Energy supply in one cycle is
2*.

Wa =^Wa IL.| e^t ^-dt Jf(x)g(x)dx
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5.6) Oscillation with linear lift force
The lift force linear to the amplitude of oscillation can

be expressed as follows.
Le(t.y.)= Cy.*^L)ei"']t

Then, the equation(7) becomes as the following.
d^*(yü)0g-AC)y.-A^L]eiu'it =0 (10)

In this case, the oscillation changes as if the damping
force of the system varied and if 2AOit)0g, flutter occurs.

5.7) Oscillation with non-linear lift force
The lift force can be expressed as the following.

L.(t,ye) L.(ye)*SFjeiu»]t 0
The equation(7) becomes as the following.
#¦? {yWcg-AL0(y.)| -ASLje'-J^O (11)

This is the equation of oscillation combined with self-
excited and random ones.

6) Discussion
The lift forces on a smooth cylinder shown in figure 5 is

the aerodynamic forces expressed by Lo(y<>) in equation(ll).
The difference between lift forces through free oscillation test
and forced oscillation test may be caused by the fluctuatinglift forces represented by Lie|W* • Unfortunately, we did not
measure the frequency components of the fluctuating lift force,
but when the frequency is close to the natural frequency of
cylinder oscillation, a total lift force becomes expressed by
dotted line in figure 5. However, it looks like over estimated.

The lift forces Lo(yo) on a cylinder with accessories were
not measured, but may be represented by solid line shown in
figure 9| because there are two amplitude of oscillation. The
amplitude of oscillation increases in the region where a liftforce is greater than a damping
force and vice versa, and so the
point(l) is a stable neutral point
and point(2) is unstable neutral
point. If there is no fluctuating

lift force, the cylinder does
not oscillate at all or oscil-
lates steadily with the amplitude
of point(l). If there is a little
fluctuating lift force, the liftforce is added to the solid line
and becomes as dotted line(l) but
the added value depends on an
absolute value of the fluctuatinglift force and frequency
component. In this case, the point
(A) is a stable point and this oscil-

Point (B)

Damping
Force

xForce ©/
/ / N \u/©

/ / \ \' / \©1Point (A)
I Lift©Point

Force

Vis

Fig.9 Oscillation mechanism
of actual smokestack
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lation can be considered a random Vibration, because there is
not any regulär oscillation. If there is a great fluctuatinglift force, the total lift force become like dotted line(2)
and in this case, the amplitude increases tili point(B) and the
oscillation consists of random and regulär oscillation.

Actual smokestacks or cylindrical towers have usually some
accessories e.g. ladders, platforms, etc. and so the lift force
against amplitude may be deformed even at very high Reynolds
number. That may be the reason why, on the actual structures,
some structures oscillate while the other similar structures
do not oscillate.
7) Notation

D : cylinder diameter SM : me-chanical Strouhal number
[ : cylinder length I : imaginary part (fMQ/V)
f : air density K : kinetic energy
v : wind velocity Wo! work due to damping force
L : lift force 2 Wa: work due to lift force

CL: lift coefficient (L/2PV Dl) f(x): mode of cylinder oscil-
y : amplitude of oscillation lation
fo : natural frequency g(x): mode of lift force
«),: natural angular frequency g : damping coefficient (5/2-1)
J: Logarithmic damping factor fM : frequency of mechanically

oscillated cylinder
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Summary

Tall and slender structures have a trend to oscillate in
wind. The oscillation is usually in combinations of self-excited
and random oscillations, and the lift force varies with the
amplitude of cylinder oscillation. The lift force on a cylinder
with accessories is so deformed that, some times, a trigger is
needed to oscillate the cylinder. Fluctuating lift force due to
turbulence in natural wind or in wake of other structures may
become the trigger.
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